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Abstract

In this paper. we explore the use of Laplace‘s method (see for example, Tierney
and Kadane. 1986, JASA, 81, 82-86) to find approximate posterior'summaries ofin-
terest for hierarchical classification models with two variance components assuming
a mixture of normal densities (see Tiao and Ali, 197]. Technometrics, 13(3), 635-
650) for the random eflect. We illustrate the proposed methodology considering a.

data set introduced by Tiao and Ali (1971).

Keywords: Laplace’s method, hierarchical classification models, nonnormality for the
random effect.



1 Introduction

One class of practical problems very important is given by variance components (see
for example, Box and Tiao, l973). When the total variance 0} of the observed yield is
large, we have interest to reduce it, by discovering the relative importance of the various
sources of variation.

When there is only two variance components, with J groups (batches) of K observa—

tions (analyses), consider the model,
'

yjk=fl+ej+°jka (1)

where j = l,...,J:k = 1. . . . ,A', and the random variables 6, and Cjk are independent
with E(eJ-) = E(eJ-k) = 0, var(eJ-) = a; and var-(ejk) = 0,2. Thus the total variance 0; of
the (j. k) th observation yJ-k becomes of + 05.

Let us assume that the random variable cJ-k has a normal distribution 310.012) and
the random effect c, has a. mixture of normal distributions (see TiaQ and Ali, 1971), given
by the density,

P(€ji0§,0,6,A) = (1 -0)fN(6j|-600’,02) +
(2)

+0f1c (6,-| — 600 + 60,902) ,

where —00 < e, < 00,0 > 0,—oo < 6 < oo,z\ 2 l,0 S 0 S l and fh~(r]p,q) denotes the
density of a normal distribution with mean p and variance q.

The distribution (2) can be interpreted as saying that's,- could come from one of two
populations, a central model N(—600,02) and an alternative model N (—600 + 60, A207)
with probabilities ] — 0 an'd 0, respectively.

This distribution has zero mean and expressions for the variance, skewness and kurtosis
measures 7, and 72 given by

var(e_,~) = 03 = a?“ + 0(/\2 — l) + 6200 -— 0)}

= (m -o)5{52(1— 2mm? - 11}

{1 + ow - 1) + on - 0mm (3)

7 = 3{1+0(A‘ -1)}+60(1-— 0)52{9+ (1 - ow} +5409 - 0) {03+ (1 — of}
’ {1+0(A2—1)+0(1-o)§2}7

As a special case of distribution (2), consider 0 = 0.05, that is, the process is out of
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control 570 of time. Also, assuming 16! = A - 1. that is, 6 = M) — 1), = -l.1 we have
the model (see Tina and Ali, 1971),

ptejlaM ¢) = 0-95f~ (le - 0-05¢(A -1)a,o’) +
, (4)

+ 0.0st (ej)0.95¢(A - l)a,A207) .

Observe that, if A = 1, we have a normal distribution for e, (usual assumption). If
A > 1, the distribution is symmetric but leptokurtic for d» = 0, skewed to the right for
¢ .= 1, and skewed to the left for d = ~1.

For the general model (2) Tiao and Ali (1971) show that the distribution is unimodal
for all 0 in (0,1) if and only if

27(1-,\-1’)2
,

(1- 2x4) (2 + A” - x4) +20 — 1-2 + 1-4?”
n? < (5)

Usually, inferences for models with mixture of normal distributions have great com-
putational difficulties (sse for example, Titterington, Smith and Makov, 1985).

For a Bayesian analysis, the statistician could decide by one among many existing
strategies: the use of numerical methods (see for example, Naylor and Smith, 1982); the
use of approximation methods for integrals (see for example, Tierney and Kadane, 1986);
or the use of Monte Carlo procedures or Gibbs sampling (see for example, Kloek and Van
Dijk, 1978; or Gelfand and Smith, 1990).

‘In this paper, we explore the use of approximate Bayesian methods for hierarchical
classification models assuming the mixture of normal distributions with density (4) based
on Laplace’s method for approximation of integrals.

One of the great advantages of Laplace’s method to solve the-Bayesian integrals of
interest it, is in terms of very small computational cost and easy implementation which
do not require sophisticated computational skill.

We show in one example, considering a data set introduced by Tiao and Ali (1971),
the feasibility of the proposed method.

'

2 A Joint Posterior Density for of,a§,¢ and A

Considering the hierarchical classification model (1) with p = 0 assuming a normal
distribution N (0,0?) for the error Cjk and a mixture of normal distributions with density



(4) for the randon effect c,. the likelihood function for of. 03. d> and A is (see Tiao and
Ali, 1971) given by

HomeMy) ( a§)“””’ezp{— 915?) x
(6)

j=1p( y2l01$021¢A)

where y]: = K“1 21; yjkmi = J(K —1),v1m,= Si ,

s, = 2.23 (yjk — y. Ym,- ./ ag,ag,¢,1) = A“ + A”,
7

A” = (0.95 carp {_W}>/(a2 +012/k)1/2 .

.— y .—O.95d>(A-—l)cr2 2 2 2 ,1/2
A2) ‘= (00.1th {—

QMQUQ + a] / K)
(A a + 01/11) ,

03 = c(A, ¢)a?, and c(A,<p) = 0.95 + 0.05)2 + 0.0475¢2(A - 1)2,

and y is vector of observed data.

The joint prior density for ($03, 415, and A can be written in the form,

1: (012.0261. A) = 7r (03,03Ié-A) W0(¢-’\)- (7)

Considering a noninformative prior for 0,2 and cg given (¢,A),7r (017,02|¢,A)o( (017)—1

(a? + K 03)"1 (also considered by Tiao and Ali. 1971), the joint posterior density for

U¥,a§,¢ and A is given by

’ 7r (03,03, ¢, Aly) (x 7r0(d>, A) (09-1 (01+ KJZ) 4 l (af,ia§,¢, Aly) , (8)

where a, > 0 02 > 0, A > 1, ¢-_ 1,0,1;7ro(¢, A) is a joint prior density for d and A and
l(a,,02,¢, Aly)IS the likelihood function (6).

For the choice of prior 1ro(¢, A), we could assume prior independence for the parameters
d) and A. That is, 7r0(¢, A) = 7r01(¢)7r02(A). In this case, one could consider many different
choices for the prior densities for ¢ and A. As a special case, consider wm(¢)= 1/3 for
d—- —1,0,1 and 1r02(A) o: l/A, A > 1. We also could consider an informative prior density
for A, since in many applications, we haveprior opinion about A.



3 Laplace’s Method for Approximation of Integrals
Consider approximations for posterior moments of the form-.

fg(tl')7ftv")l(¢ly)dt/'
E(g(t/’)Iy) = ”(wltd'lyfl'l’ (9)

where g(¢v) is a selected function of d! E R'", 1r(t1>) is a prior density, l(¢|y) is the likelihood
function for il’; and for posterior densities of the form,

mm: [zwhwziyidw (10)

where flu»), duly) is the joint. posterior density for 1," = (1h, fl’zldfi'i E Rk and 1/9 E R’""‘.

The method of approximation for posterior moments introduced by Tierney and
Kadane (1986) is based on Laplace’s approximations for the integrals in both the nu-
merator and denominator of (9). Laplace’s method for approximation of integrals is used
to solve integrals of the form

I: / f(t,/')e:rp{—-nh(ui)} (11,5 ,
p

(11)

where —nh(t,”) is a function having a maximum at z/' and which satisfies the usual regu-
larity conditions.

To approximate integrals of the form (ll), Laplace’s method assumes an expansion of
h and f in Taylor series about dr (see Tierney and Kadane, 1986; or Tierney, Kass and
Kadane,'l989a., 1989b).

With r/fi one-dimensional, Laplace’s approximation for I is given by

. 27r 1/2 A ~15 (7) ad (11’) exp {—nh (1/1)} (12)

where 01, = {M (in—V2.

In the m-dimensional case,

i E (21r)'"/2 {det (11 Z] (an—Inf (125) ezp{—nh 05>} , (13)

where 22102») is the Hessian matrix of h at {A given by
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To aproximate the posterior moment (9), we could consider 1r(t,’r)l(|/’|y) = exp{ —nh(¢v)}
for the numerator and denominator of (9), with f equals to g and 1, respectively. Other
choice for f that gives more accurate approximations for (9) is given by f = l in both
integrals in (9).

In the same way. we find Laplace’s approximations for the marginal posterior density
(10).

4 An Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for
¢

,

r

The marginal posterior density for q} is (from (8)) given by

W(¢iyl°<///Fo(¢-l\l(012)q(012+ Keg)“,1(o?,0§.é,A|y)dafdo§dA . (14)

Considering

fc. (Oi-173,” = 7ro(¢, AHe'll" (012+ Rag)"

and

—nh¢(a,2,a§, A) =lnl(0'12,0%a ¢1Aiy)
l

in (11), a Laplace’s approximation for the marginal posterior density for d is given by

"0 (¢, 3) of)" (a + M73)" 1 (63,6; ¢, Sly)
iid’iyl 0(

A 1/2
‘ (15)

{d€t(" YE: (aifii’llll

where id) = —1,0,1 and (Effigj) maximizes ——nh¢(¢r§,a§, A) for each value of ¢.

Since we have difficultias to find the second derivatives of —~nh¢(af,a§, A), we could
consider-the. use of numerical derivatives locally at (if, 83, A) to find an approximate value
for the determinant. of the Hessian matrix in (15).

Also observe that the approximation (15) is valid for any choice of prior density for
the parameters of, 03, d) and A.



5 An Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for
A with q) Known

The marginal posterior density for A is given (from (8)) b)

<le -.-101// anamwly) daidaz - (16)

Assuming (15 known, we consider the prior density,

(03 «73 Ala) = r<a3m3|amo<xlai
(17)

:x (of) (OI+1\021I’0(AI¢).

where 7rU(AI<.D) is a prior density for A given (7).
‘

With this prior, the joint posterior density for 03,03 and A is given by

7r(aI".a§.AI¢,y) o< 1r0(A|¢)(af)'1(aI2+ Keg)" x
(18)

x I (03,02. AId), y).

With the choice fA(aI.oa)2 = 770 (A)Io)(0I )' (aI + K0?)1 and -nh,\(aI. 02)
=InI(aI,a §.,AI¢ y) in (11) a Laplaces approximate marginal posterior densitv for A

is given by

wo(Al¢)(6M)“ (63 + Ka3)"1(a3,a3n|¢,y)
7“r(/\I¢,y) °< ,

{det(n 2; (53,ag))} ”

where (6I,8§) maximizes —nh,\(af,o§) for each value of A.

6 A Bayesian Analysis With 4) and A known

Assuming ¢ and A known, the likelihood function for 0,2 and 03 is (see (6)) given by
I

I(0’I,0’2I¢,A, y)“ (02) -vl/2€§llp{_ ”21:1;1}fI{Alj +1421}, (20)
j-l



5 An Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for
A with 4) Known

The marginal posterior density for A is given (from (8)) b)

1r()=A|y 2 [fr (a,,o;,¢,,\|y)da,2dag. (16)
¢=-1”01

Assuming d) known, we consider the prior density,

n (of,a§.A|o) = 1r(a2,a§|c) A)1r0(A|¢)
(17)

at (off) (012+1\'0§)—1 1r0(A|d>) .

where WU(/\|0)) is a prior density for A given q).
‘

With this prior, the joint posterior density for 03,03 and A is given by

7r(af.o§.A|¢,y) o: 1ro(A|¢)(of)'l(a,2+ Keg)" x
(13)

x “of 02. A|¢,y ) .

With the choice f,\(o'fra§) = 7r0(A|o)(af)“(0f + Keg)" and -nh,\(alz,o§)
= Inl(a22,o§.A|d>,y) in (11). a Laplace’s approximate marginal posterior density for A

is given by

MAM) (63)"(63 A63") «63633163»1?(A|¢,y)cx 1 2
{def (n E: (022,03 )} l (19)

where (53,53) maximizes —nh,\(af,6§) for each value of A.

6 "A Bayesian Analysis with (15 and A known

Assuming d) and A known, the likelihood function for of and 022, is (see (6)) given by
,

20,1,”ng y)“ (az)—u1/2.ezp{_ 7‘?}H{A,J+Azj}, (20)



where

A” = (0.95rrp {___))___7__211112117}; })/(02 +af/Ii )1/2

A” = (0.05611) {——§—(%fi})/(Afiai+a§/h)il2 1

a, = 0.05¢(A — l),02 = 0.95¢(A -1),07 = 03/11 and

b = 0.95 + mm2 + 0.0475¢7(,\ — 1)”.

The joint posterior density for a? and vi is given by

7r (a,,a,|é Ay) 0L r(a,. a§|o A)II(of.a§|o.A._y) . (21)

where a, > 0_ 03 > 0; 1.10era§.|¢ A) is a prior density for ,(af,a§) with d) and A known and
I(a,2,02|¢, A y) is the likelihood function (20) '

6.1 An Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for of

The marginal posterior density for of can be written (from (21)) in the form,

“71h 2

,, (03115, my) °< / fvz (03) f '°?("’)do§
~ (22)

where fnflag) = 1r(a,2,o§|¢i, A) (a prior density for 012 and 03 given (band A) and —nh,;i(a§) =
1711(012,0§|¢J,y)‘ ’

Therefore, an approximate marginal posterior densit) for a, using Laplace’ 5 method
is given by

, 2 2

fr(0¥|¢,diy)°‘ r(al’a2l¢, A)l(a?’ 62l¢’A y)
(23)

{_ 62g $621,322 )}m
3 (03)

where a? > 0,63 maxinflzes —nh,?(a§) for each val'ue of a? and g(af,a§) = 25:1 ln(A,,~ +
A”).



6.2 An Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for 03

The marginal posterior density for 03 can he written (from (21 )) in the form,

“(QM/l)” °‘/I¢13(°1)“.nhga‘(M01 (24)

where L407?) = 1r(af,a§)d>,z\) and -nh,,3(o‘¥) = lnl(a§,a§|¢,l,y).

An approximate marginal posterior density for a? is given by,

”(5&2 03W) Ay)

{_.llfl%_ v12)_OQ(!((01.a2.)02)}/) 2(o

a (aim A,y) a 2 (2.5)

where 03 > O. 6,2 maximizes —nhag(a'f) for each value of 03.

6.3 Approximate Posterior Moments

We also could find Laplace’s approximations for posterior moments of the form,

2 2 A I 2 2

E{17l(0’§,0§) iy} =
ff17l(0’1,02)7l'7l’(0’1,02|¢ ) (01,0 2|Q,/\,y)d01d02

26
ff7r(0n0§|¢~\)1(03-. 21mg) dotdoz

( )

As a special case, with the choice f(o,, a§)—- m(a,, 02) for the integral in the numer-
ator of (26) and [(al,a2)= 1 for the integralIn the denominator of (26) (f given in (11)),
we find a Laplace’ s approximation for (26), given by

E {171 (012,03) |y}= m(a,2,5§) (1 +0 (1l_l)) , (27)

where (612,5g) is the mode of (21) (see Tierney, Kass and Kadane, 1989a);

As a special case, we have (from (27)) E(a3/02 ly) 9.“ 52/0,,E(of |y) T—.‘ (if and
E(0'2/y)—"' ”2

, More accurate, approximations for (26) are given for other choices of j(af, a?) for the
integrals in (26).



6.4 Approximate Predictive Distribution for a Future Group
Average 311+”.

Assuming ¢ and A known, the predictive density for a future group average lit-Ht)- is
given by

Manly) °< [fP(tu+n~ ltiflitl)"(UiiailMWn (28)

where p(y(J+,).|a¥,a§,d>,A) = Am“) + Aw“) and Ag,- is defined in (20).

Considering f(af.a§) = 7!(0¥.0§l0.1\) and —nh(a¥,a§) = Ii]p(y(J+l),|012‘U§,¢‘A)+
Inl(a,2,a§.¢,z\|y) in (11). we also obtain an approximate predictive density for a future
group average yufl). hy

‘ 1(ytJ-H) lai ‘72 (p ”Mai ailo A)1(01*02l¢ A 3!)
f; (y(J+i).l1/)°‘

{dd (1) Z- (63, 53. ))}1/2
(29)

. . ~2 “2 . .- -where -oo < yufl). < oo, o, and 02 maximizes -nh(a§,a§) for each value of ya“). .

7 A Bayesian Analysis Assuming A = 1

Assuming A = 1 in the mixture of normal densities (4). that is. a normal distribution for
the random effect 61. the likelihood function for 0,2 and 013 (with p = 0 in the hierarchical
classification model (l)), is given by,

NataMy)«(01> ezp{—P§fl%1}tof+1<a§)"’2 x
”i

(30)
_

A’Zyz.

Considering f equals to the prior density 1r(a,,a03) in (11), we find approximate
marginal posterior for a, and 0, given by

A “(0 ,3”)1(0,3’y
1r(¢7ily) 0<

K Zy-
1 2 I fit?) 1,2 (31)

J' _{(a3+K&§3 2(away}
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where- of > U and 63 maximizes l(a',‘.a§|y) for each fixed Value of of, and ,

7f (aimilltf’ifiily)
5707313!) a

{011701 __ in J hzyf'syhta)“ 2m)“ «we? (93mg)

where. a? > 0 and a,’ maximizes I(o,2,agly) for each fixed value of 03.

8 An Example

Consider the simulated data set of table 1. introduced by Tiao and Ali(1971 ) assuming
the hierarchical classification model (1) with density (4) for the random effect eJ- where
u = 0.0? = 1.03 = 4.¢ =1 and A = 3.

Groupj l 2 3 4 5 (i

31]. -3.682 3.0.57 -1.780 4.238 -0.797 -0.671

Groupj 7 ’ 9 10 ll 12

yj. 0640 —0.471 0436 -0.401
,
0378 0.000

Groupj 13 14 15 16 17 18

y]; 0.112 0.791 0.923 1.571 1.712 4.223

Croupj 19 20

y], 6.415 7.072

d

Table 1 - Ordered Group Averages yy. (simulated data with

p = 0,a§=1,a§=4.¢=1,i= 3,J =20 and K = 3).

From the data of table 1, we. have J = 20,l\’ = 3,0, = J(K .. 1) = 40,JKy__ =
2,521: yJ-k = 0.5l3l.m] = 1.1525 and mm, = S, = 46.1 (see (6)). The logarithm of the
likelihood function (6) is given by,

3 znz<ag,og,any) cx —201n-(o¥)- fl—zii'f’f’ + 33
f + 2321 1"(An+Azj) ,

( )

where A1,- aud A2j,j = 1, . . . ,J are given in (6). The maximum likelihood estimators for

a?,o§,¢ and A (see table 2) are given by 5,2 = 1.15,8§ = 3.13, ct = l and A = 3.76.
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a? “g i 1n.1(a,,ag,¢.i|yj
1.15 9.511 3.12 412.4795
1.15 3.90 4.10 61.9312
1.15 3.13 3.76 -50.4169

--c>-'—-&

Table 2 - Maximum Likelihood Estimators for 03,173. and A with ¢ known

Using numerical second derivatives of 232, 111(A,,- + A”) locally at the maximum

likelihood estimators 53.6131 and 51, we. find the observed Fisher information matrix
given d» = 1,

15.303] 0.1574 —0.1574

l=‘ (1.1574 0.3862 —0.06‘20

~0.1574 —0.06'2(1 (1.3672

Consideringfithe usual normal limiting distribution for the maximun likelihood esti-
mators (6152. A) given 4) = l, we find 95% confidence intervals for trio? and A given by
0.647] < 0,2 < 1.6528, —0.0722 < 03 < 6.3322 and 0.4753 < A < 7.0447.

In table 3, we have the approximate marginal posterior density (15) for o considering
different choices for the prior density 1ro(¢,A). We also considered the use of numerical
derivatives to find the determinant of the Hessian matrix given in Laplace’s approximation
(15), for each value of d). The niode~of the marginal posterior densities for d) considering
the. different priors are all given by 41 = 1.

12



WOW” = "orifilfioaldl ¢ flan 1/1

"01091 = 1/3,¢ = -l,0.1 -1 0.2956
1r07(/\) cc constant (1 0.1711

1 0.5333
710101?) = 1/3.¢ = -—l,0,1 -1 0.2541

mu) cc 1/,\ 0 0.1933
1 0.5525

7r01W) = 1/3,¢ = -l,0,1 -1 0.3731

mu) aezp{-;(i-3)2} 0 0.1188
1 0.5080

77010151: 1/24» =1 -1 0.1637

was) = 1/4.a = o
0 0.1245

71'01(¢l=1/4,¢ = "1
1020) cx1//\ 1 0.7118

Table 3 - Approximate Marginal Posterior Density (15) for 0 Considering Different
Priors 1r0(¢. A).

Assuming (15 = 1 known. we have in figure 1, the plot of the approximate marginal
posterior density (19) for A considering some different choices of prior densities for 0,2, 03
and /\ given 4) = 1:

17, (of, 03, Mo) or A" (dz)-1 (012+ 302)" l.

w, (atoz, in) a end-é“ — 3?) (afr‘iaz + 303)", (34)

13 (03,03, AM) (x ezp{-§(A - 3)?} (off (of + 303)“ .

We also used numerical second derivatives to find the determinant of the Hessian
matrix in (19). The mode of the marginal posterior density for A is given by X E 3.5
considering all prior densities 1r1, 1r2 and W3.

13



PRIOR 1T,

__ PRIOR 1T:

--- PRIOR 1T3

-‘-_ -r—-- l l l
o 1.0 3.0 . 6.0 9.0 *"12.0 i5.0

Figure l - Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for A Assuming d) = 1 Known

Assuming d) = 1 and A = 3.5 known, we have in figure 2. the plot of the approxi-
mate marginal posterior density (23) for of considering the prior density 1r(a¥,a§|¢, A) on

(a¥)"(03 + 3a§)",o§,o§ > 0.

We also liave in figure 2, the plot of the approximate marginal posterior density for a?
(31) assuming A = 1, that is, a normal distribution for the random effect Cj. We observe
very close inference results for of considering normality or nonnormality of e,, j = 1,. . . , J

14.



l J I l
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 55“

Figure 2 - Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for 03

Also, with (p = 1 and A = 3.5 known, and considering the same noninformative prior
for 03 and 03 above, we have in figure 3 the plot of the approximate marginal posterior
density (25) for 03. We also have in figure 3, the plot of the approximate marginal posterior
density (32) for 03 considering A = 1. In this case, we observe very different inference
results for 03 considering normality or non-normality for the random effect ej, j = 1, . . . , J.
It is important, to point out that we can use these Laplace’s approximations considering
any choice of prior opinion about 03 and 03.

15



' ‘~§~
I, ~~~-—---

l J I J i
6—4 2.0 4.0 5.0 0.0 10.0 12.0 ab

Figure 3 - Approximate Marginal Posterior Density for 03

In figure 4, we have the plot of the approximate predictive density (29) for a future
group average ym). considering the data set of table 1.
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l l l J J I

-s.o -4.0 o 4.0 8.0 12.0’ View.
Figure 4 - Predictive Density for a Future Group Average gm). Assuming ¢ = 1 and

A = 3.5.

9 Concluding Remarks

The use of approximate Bayesian methods based on Laplace’s approximations for inte-
grals is a suitable alternative to present- a Bayesian analysis for hierarchical classification
models with two variance components assuming non-normality for the random effect.
Similar results also could be obtained for three or more variance components models.

We also could consider 0 unknowo to present a similar approximate Bayesian analysis
for two variance components models considering the mixture of normal distributions (2)
for the random effect ej in model (1) With this assumption, an approximate marginal
posterior density for 0 is given by,

33, , )z(a,2,a§,0, 331g)fleiyiaflr" “EA m{det (n 2; (sf,a§,5,,\))}
(35)

, P

where 0 _<_ 0 5 1,1r(af,a§,0,6,,\) is a prior density for the parameters and (a§,a§,3, X)
maximizes —nh9(¢7i,03»5,d) = Inl(af,a§,0,’6,A|y), the logarithm of the likelihood func-

17



tion (6) with

p(yJ.|o',2.a§.0.6,A) = (l -- 0)jN (y_,.| - 600.02 + Ola/K) +
, (36)

+0fN (WI - 60a Mafia? “ff/Ir) .

where 03 = a? {l + 007 - l) + 620“ — 0)} for earl) value of 0.

In the same way. we could find approximate marginal posterior densities for the other
parameters. ,

The use of Laplare's method for approximation of integrals could be justified by corn-
paring numerically integrated marginal posterior with Laplace's approximations. Assum-
ing the data of table 1 with d) = l and A = 3.5 known. we have in figure 5 the graphs
for the marginal posterior densities of of considering Laplace’s method and a. numerical
procedure based on Gaussian quadrature ((iauss~Her'inite with n = 9 roots of the poly-
nomial equation of Hermite). We obserVe close results for liulil integration methods (see
also table 4).

,

It is important to point out. that the accuracy of the obtained approximations usu-
ally depend on good parametrization and data, especially for small sample sizes (see for
example, Achrar and Smith. 1990).

LAPLACE
_

— —— GAUSSIAN OUADRATURE

l
2

ti 11.0 Tic To 41.0 515 ’ 6,
Figure 5 - Marginal Posterior Density for of with d = 1 and A = 3.5 known.
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Gaussian
017 Quadrature LaplaCe
0.12 0.000000 0.000000
0.3 0.000000 0.000000
0.4 0.000000 0.000000
0.5 0.000048 0.000048
0.0 00022730 0002278
0.7 0.021630 0.021588
0.8 0.08039] 0.080604
0.9 0.16646? 0.16702?
1.0 0235040 0235890
1.2 0.237517 0.239892
1.4 0.143797 0.142019
1.0 0.007300 0.00011 1

1.8 0.027712 0.02750"!
2. 0010713 0010548
2.2 0.00404? 0.00403?
2.4 0.001 -J'..’1 0.00152!
2.6 0000578 0000509
2.8 0.000223 0.00022]
3.0 0.000088 0.00008?
4.0 0.000001 0.000001

0

Table 4 - Marginal Posterior Density for 0,7 with c} = 1 and A = 3.5 known
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